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Abstract: Vienna converters have several advantages, including low construction costs, improved
total harmonics, and considerable reliability. Generally, they are used in applications with a high
switching frequency, particularly in telecommunications, and their use in power generation systems
is recent but promising. They can be an interesting solution for medium and large wind power
systems as they have the advantage of a high power density compared to traditional two-level
converters. In this paper, a wind energy production system based on a Vienna rectifier and the
permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) is proposed. The main objective of this work is
to evaluate the performance of the vector control strategy of the PMSG associated with the Vienna
rectifier considering the real conditions of wind power systems. The feasibility and effectiveness
of the proposed control strategy are evaluated through the simulations in MATLAB/Simulink and
experimental tests based on a laboratory prototype. The outcomes present interesting performances
in terms of dynamics and stability.

Keywords: Vienna rectifier; wind turbine system; real-time control; power electronics; renewable
energy; permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG)

1. Introduction

The global awareness of the dangers and risks of warming on the environment and
the repercussions of its effects on humanity pushes many countries in the world to set
goals and carry out environmental policies in order to reduce emissions of greenhouse
gas. One of the most polluting domains today is the production of energy, hence the
urgent need to change the method of energy production for more environmentally friendly
production processes. As a result, the production of energy through non-polluting and
renewable processes has increased considerably. Wind energy is the second most prevalent
renewable energy type installed in the world, with 733 GW, which represents 26% of the
global renewable electricity production [1], and the substantial investments in offshore
wind turbines would allow competitive production costs and a significant increase in the
installed capacity in the future [2]. Wind power conversion systems have seen continuous
improvements over the past decades in terms of the drive system that changes from a
semi-variable speed wind system based on the doubly fed induction generators (DIFG) to
the direct drive full variable speed based on permanent magnet synchronous generator
(PMSG), which represents the majority of the recent commercial systems produced by the
manufacturers [3]. In order to improve the efficiency, reliability, and capacity of its energy
conversion systems, several power converter topologies based on classic two-level VSI
converters [4] or the three-level converters, as illustrated in Figure 1, can be used.
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Ref. [14]. In Ref. [15], a predictive control method associated with space vector modula-
tion (SVM) control is used for PMSG machine control. Recently, for its dynamic’s re-
sponse and the performance, the model predictive control (MPC) method was introduced 
in Vienna rectifiers piloting [16–19]. There are a few papers in the literature using the 
Vienna rectifier in wind power generation systems. In Ref. [11], a Vienna rectifier is used 
to interface a PMSG synchronous generator with the classic vector control to do behavior 
study through the simulations and experiment tests. Further, Ref. [11] presents an in-
duced voltage sensing scheme to ensure an accurate synchronization for the stator cur-
rent with the induced voltage. In Ref. [20], an evaluation of the use of the Vienna rectifier 
in a 5MW wind power turbine is presented, and the results are compared with the per-
formance of the diode rectifier and the conventional two-level IGBT rectifier. In Ref. [21], 
a vector control is developed for a wind energy conversion system based on a PMSG 
generator, and a Vienna rectifier is used to ensure the maximum power point tracking 
(MPPT) from the wind turbine. A three-level neutral point clamped (NPC) inverter is 
proposed as an inverter in grid-side. Further, Ref. [22] presents the development and 
implementation of a predictive based direct torque control of the PMSG generator using a 
Vienna rectifier. In Refs. [16] and [18], a predictive-based control is used in a wind energy 
production system based on the synchronous generator. In Ref. [14], a Vienna rectifier is 
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A neutral point clamped (NPC) converter, active neutral point clamped (ANPC) con-
verter, and flying capacitor (FC) converter allow the transmission of powers of several
megawatts, which is interesting considering the exponential increase in the power of wind
turbines. In the category of interesting multilevel converters for wind power applications,
Vienna converters may be a solution in the near future. They are generally known in the
context of and used in high frequency switching applications, especially in telecommuni-
cations devices. Vienna unidirectional rectifiers contain a lower number of switches than
the large number presented in other multi-level converter topologies. They have a low
harmonic rate, high efficiency, and high power density.

Academics and the industry have expressed interest in using Vienna rectifiers in wind
power systems. Different control strategies are proposed. Most of the control methods for
the Vienna converters are based on the current hysteresis control. This method is developed
in Refs. [5–8]. However, this method works with a variable switching frequency, which
leads to an over sizing of the passive elements and variable switching losses. Vector control
based on integrator and proportional controllers is also used in Refs. [9–13]. Direct torque
control (DTC) is used for Vienna converters control in Ref. [14]. In Ref. [15], a predictive
control method associated with space vector modulation (SVM) control is used for PMSG
machine control. Recently, for its dynamic’s response and the performance, the model
predictive control (MPC) method was introduced in Vienna rectifiers piloting [16–19].
There are a few papers in the literature using the Vienna rectifier in wind power generation
systems. In Ref. [11], a Vienna rectifier is used to interface a PMSG synchronous generator
with the classic vector control to do behavior study through the simulations and experiment
tests. Further, Ref. [11] presents an induced voltage sensing scheme to ensure an accurate
synchronization for the stator current with the induced voltage. In Ref. [20], an evaluation
of the use of the Vienna rectifier in a 5MW wind power turbine is presented, and the results
are compared with the performance of the diode rectifier and the conventional two-level
IGBT rectifier. In Ref. [21], a vector control is developed for a wind energy conversion
system based on a PMSG generator, and a Vienna rectifier is used to ensure the maximum
power point tracking (MPPT) from the wind turbine. A three-level neutral point clamped
(NPC) inverter is proposed as an inverter in grid-side. Further, Ref. [22] presents the
development and implementation of a predictive based direct torque control of the PMSG
generator using a Vienna rectifier. In Refs. [16,18], a predictive-based control is used in a
wind energy production system based on the synchronous generator. In Ref. [14], a Vienna
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rectifier is used as the generator side converter in a wind power conversion system based
on the PMSG generator direct torque control (DTC) with experimental tests.

In this paper, the Vienna rectifier vector-based control of a PMSG synchronous machine
used in a direct-drive system of wind power generation is proposed. The vector control
is known by its robustness and its stability. The main objective of this work is to evaluate
the performance of the vector control in a Vienna rectifier-PMSG system. In contrast to
the previously mentioned works, in this paper, the evaluation is carried out according to a
variable wind profile to get closer to the real operating conditions of the wind turbine. This
work is intended to be among the works of the scientific exploration of the efficiency and
feasibility of a wind power system based on a Vienna rectifier.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the Vienna converter model, its
operating principle, and the used control method are developed. In Section 3, the simulation
conditions, the outcomes, and their discussions are detailed. In Section 4, the test bench
developed in the laboratory, the experimental results, and their analysis are presented. The
conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2. PMSG and Vienna Rectifier Models and MPPT Control Strategy
2.1. PMSG and Vienna Rectifier Models

The configuration of Vienna rectifier-based PMSG control is presented in Figure 2. This
wind energy conversion system includes several parts: the wind turbine, which transforms
the wind power into mechanical power, the PMSG generator, which converts the mechanical
power into electric power, the Vienna converter part, which allows controlling the electric
power, and the DC-bus capacitors, which ensure the DC-bus voltage stability.
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Figure 2. Vienna rectifier based on PMSG wind turbine applications.

Mathematical model of the PMSG generator can be expressed as a voltage equation in
the three-phase a-b-c reference system [11]. Referring to the equivalent model of the PMSG
presented in Figure 3, the mathematical model of the PMSG is given in Equation (1), where
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LS is the inductance in the stator, M is the mutual inductance of the stator windings, RS is
the resistance in stator. 

 

Figure 3. Simplified model of PMSG.


Ua = RS ·Ia + (LS +

1
2 M)·

(
dIa
dt

)
+ ea

Ub = RS ·Ib + (LS +
1
2 M)·

(
dIb
dt

)
+ eb

Uc = RS ·Ic + (LS +
1
2 M)·

(
dIc
dt

)
+ ec

(1)

The wind power, Pw, captured from a wind turbine depends on wind speed, air
density, and rotor swept area [11–13]. Pw can be computed using Equation (2), where

Pw =
1
2
·ρ·A·v3 (2)

ρ is the air density, A is the rotor swept area, and v is the wind speed.
The PMSG model in the d-q reference frame is given in Equation (3), where Ud and Uq

are the d-q voltages, id and iq are the d-q currents, ϕa is the flux of the permanent magnet,
ωe is the rotor speed. Ud = RS ·id + LS·

(
did
dt

)
−ωe ·LS·iq

Uq = RS ·iq + LS·
(

diq
dt

)
+ ωe ·LS·id + ωe ·ϕa

(3)

The torque equation of PMSG is given in Equation (4), where p is the number of the
pole pairs.

Te =
3
2
·p·ϕa·iq (4)

2.2. Vienna Rectifier Operation Principle

A Vienna rectifier has several advantages, such as: the attractive price due to the
limited number of switches in its configuration, energy quality due to the low rate of har-
monic, and high efficiency. The control of switching state of the transistors and, depending
on the polarities of the phase currents at the input of the rectifier, the DC-bus voltage at
the terminals of the rectifier output can be controlled at different values. Vienna rectifier
switching states are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Vienna converter switching states.

Switching States
Semiconductors Switching States Output Voltage

S1 S2 S3

P OFF OFF OFF Vdc/2
O ON ON ON 0
N OFF OFF OFF −Vdc/2

The principle of operation of phase A of the converter is illustrated in Figure 4. The
operations of phases B and C are the same to that of phase A. In the case where the polarity
of phase A is positive and switch S1 is OFF, as presented in Figure 4a, the current flows
through diodes Da1 and Da2 and phase A is, therefore, connected to the positive point
of the DC-bus, and the voltage to the output of the rectifier is Vdc/2. In the case where
the polarity of phase A is negative and switch S1 is OFF, as presented in Figure 4b, the
current flows through the diodes Da3 and Da6 and phase A is, therefore, connected to
the negative point of the DC-bus, and the voltage to the output of the rectifier is −Vdc/2.
In the case where the polarity of phase A is positive and switch S1 is ON, as presented
in Figure 4c, the current flows through the diodes Da2, Da5 and switch S1, phase A is,
therefore, connected to the neutral point of the DC-bus, and the voltage at the output of
the rectifier is 0. In the case that the polarity of phase A is negative and switch S1 is ON,
as illustrated in Figure 4d, the current flows through the diodes Da3, Da4, and switch S1,
phase A is, therefore, connected to neutral point of the DC-bus, and the rectifier output
voltage is 0.
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2.3. Control Strategy

The used control for a wind power system is generally based on the MPPT tech-
nique [23], which ensures the extraction of the maximum power from the wind turbine, as
shown in Figure 5. However, this paper focuses on the control of Vienna converters and the
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satisfaction of a variable load demand, so the reference of iq is obtained according to the
demand of the load. The control of the generator is carried out via a vector control using
PI correctors for id and iq currents control. The model of the PMSG machine after Laplace
transformation is presented in Equation (5).{

id = 1
RS +LS ·S

(
Ud −ωe ·LS·iq(s)

)
iq = 1

RS +LS ·S (Uq −ωe ·LS·id −ωe ·ϕa)
(5)

The vector control strategy applied in this study serves to impose a reference for the
d-axis current id equal to zero. This control strategy allows reducing the conduction losses
based on Joule’s effect. In order to obtain the smallest static error, to ensure stability, and
reject the disturbances, the values of the PI correctors are computed using Equation (6).{

Kpiq = Kpid =
√

2·Ls·ω− Rs
Kiiq = Kiid = Ls·ω2 (6)
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3. Simulations Conditions and Results
3.1. Simulations Conditions

The simulations are completed using MATLAB/Simulink. The synchronous machine
is driven at a variable speed according to a variable wind speed profile applied to the
turbine. The DC-bus voltage is controlled at 400 V through the basic DC/DC-based boost
converter linked to the fuel cell. The fuel cell model used is detailed in Ref. [24]. The
configuration of the simulated system is the same as in Figure 5. The sampling period Ts is
5 µs. The used load in the DC-bus is a resistance of 100 Ω. The parameters of the PMSG and
the wind turbine used in the simulations are shown in Table 2. The objective is to verify the
reaction in both cases: in the steady state operation in the first part of the simulation results
and in transient mode operation in the second part. The conventional control principle
is used for PMSG piloting. The reference current, idref, is set to zero, and the control is
ensured via the Iqref reference current, which is considered as a variable reference.
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Table 2. Parameters of the PMSG and wind turbine control.

Parameters Values

PMSG resistance Rs = 1.870 Ω
PMSG inductance Ls = 15.37 mH
Nominal power Pn = 1790 W

Flux ϕa = 0.015 Wb
Moment of inertia Jg = 9.3 × 10−4 kg/m2

Number of pole pairs P = 3
Nominal speed 2000 rpm

DC-bus capacitors 400 µF
Current smoothing inductances 1 mH
Max. current for Vienna IGBT 300 A

Sampling period 150 A
Switching frequency 10 kHz

Fuel cell nominal voltage 200 V
ρ 1.225 kg/m3

Rt 1.2 m
Kp 9.58
Ki 4178

3.2. Simulations Results

Figure 6 shows the three-phase currents at the input of the Vienna rectifier in steady
state operation; the three-phase currents are sinusoidal and balanced. Figure 7 shows
the curves of the currents over the transition period. This figure shows the dynamics
response of the system when changing the current reference at t = 120 s. Figures 8 and 9
show the stator currents in the dq reference frame. These curves, taken under transient
operation, show that the performance of the control loops of the two currents (id and iq)
are satisfactory; i.e., the id current follows its reference fixed to 0, the iqref reference changes
during the simulations from −1A to −2A, and the iq current follows the reference perfectly
with an interesting dynamic during the transient phase. The DC-bus voltage, as shown
in Figure 10, remains constant despite changes in the current reference supplied by the
synchronous generator. Figure 11 shows the speed of the PMSG; the variations in the speed
over time are in the image of the imposed wind profile to the turbine, which brings us
closer to the real operating conditions of wind turbines.
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Figure 11. PMSG variable speed obtained by simulation.

4. Experimental Tests and Results
4.1. Experimental Setup

In order to validate experimentally the control method based on the current control
for a Vienna rectifier, a laboratory test bench is carried out. This tests bench is presented
in Figure 12. It includes a wind turbine behavior emulator based on the DC motor (1)
associated to DC power supply (2) and a DC/DC converter. The DC motor is mechanically
coupled to a 1.7 kW PMSG generator (3). The output of the PMSG is connected to a Vienna
rectifier with three IGBT modules and their three associated drivers (4); the control unit
based on a PC system (5) and a dSPACE system (6) and the data acquisition system are
ensured by a set of sensors (7), which allows to control and visualize the different variables
of the system in real-time operation. The parameters of the DC motor are shown in Table 3,
and those of PMSG are given in Table 2.
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Table 3. Parameters of DC motor.

Parameters Values

Motor resistance R = 2.35 Ω
DC motor inductance Ls = 57 mH

Nominal power Pn = 1.7 kW
Rated torque C = 5.9 Nm

Moment of inertia Jt = 6 × 10−3 kg/m2

Nominal speed 2300 rpm

4.2. Experimental Results and Discussion

In this part, the results of the experimental tests are presented. The used parameters
in the system control are shown in Table 2. DC-bus voltage reference is fixed to 400V using
a fuel cell emulator based on controlled DC-source. The power transmitted to the DC load
is controlled via the current control supplied by the generator.

Figure 13 illustrates the id current control result where it can be seen that it follows the
imposed reference fixed to 0. Figure 14 shows the iq current control result, which presents a
good concordance with its reference. Figure 15 shows the three-phase currents at the out of
the PMSG. Figure 16 shows the current control result of the DC motor used to emulate the
wind turbine behavior.
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The following results are obtained with variable wind speed conditions. The aim of
these tests is to see the reaction of the system during a variable demand of the load. The
id current reference remains constant and zero. Figure 17 shows the measured currents
in the PMSG over the transition period. This figure shows the dynamic response of the
experimental system when the load demand is changing. Figure 18 illustrates the response
of the system when a variable reference is applied for iq current, where the dynamics
response of the system is always satisfactory. The DC-bus voltage, as shown in Figure 19, is
regulated to a constant value of 400V, and it pursues its reference despite the changes in the
current reference of the synchronous generator. Figure 20 shows the curve of the speed of
the PMSG obtained from the experimental tests. We notice the variations in the speed due
to the drive of the PMSG by a DC motor to approach the real conditions of operation of the
wind turbines and to have the results closer to reality.
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Figure 20. PMSG speed experimentation result.

The control strategy of Vienna converters in a wind power system is verified by
simulation and experimentation. The results of the experimentation confirm the results
obtained in the simulations. The curves from the simulations and experimental tests for the
controlled id current are identical and follow their references. For the iq current, we notice
more remarkable fluctuations in the curve obtained from the experiment; this is due to the
sensitivity of the used devices. In both cases, the iq current follows its variable reference,
iqref, with an interesting dynamic. The control of the DC-bus based on the fuel cell emulator
is stable and efficient in the simulations and experimentation despite the change of the
imposing reference. In addition to the simplicity of the method, the results in terms of
dynamics and stability of response give interesting performances.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents a study of a wind power conversion based on a Vienna rectifier.
The use of this type of converter in wind power systems has several advantages, such as:
the power density of the converters, small size for very high power, reliability of the system,
and limited number of power switches, which are the main cause of faults in the converters
used in wind turbines. A PMSG vector control was used in this study, the controlled
system was subjected to operating conditions closest to a wind system, a variable speed
according to a wind speed profile was used, and a variable load demand was also applied.
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Its performance and efficiency were evaluated through the simulations. The results of
the control loops present a response with satisfactory dynamic performances. To emulate
the operation of the wind turbine and verify the performance of the developed control,
a laboratory test bench was completed. The control algorithm was implemented in a
real-time dSPACE card. The obtained results during the experimental tests were presented
and analyzed. They show the effectiveness of the proposed approach, particularly in terms
of the dynamic response and simplicity of the implementation of the method.
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Nomenclature

Pn PMSG rated power
Pw The power captured by wind turbine
Rt Radius of the wind turbine
Rs PMSG resistance
Ls Inductance of the PMSG
M The mutual inductance of the stator windings
p The number of the PMSG pole pairs
J = Jg + Jt Moment of inertia of the PMSG and turbine (DC motor)
ρ Air density
A Rotor swept area
v Wind speed
Vbus DC-bus voltage
Ud, Uq d-q voltages
id, iq d-q currents
ω Dynamic of the current loop
C1, C2 DC-bus capacitor
ϕa Magnetic induced flux
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